
To spare masters think in A3:

CMYK

Perfect CMYK printing doesn’t 
exist in Riso, Magenta and Cyan 
are not available inks. However, 
it is possible to use Red and 
Cornflower blue instead.

 It is possible to translate a 
CMYK with 3 or 4 inks using 
different color combinations.

The Riso MZ 1070E
prints two colors in one pass
on A3 paper = 297 x 420mm
and allows a maximum print
area of: 287 x 410 mm.

Always add a safe bleed of
at least 5 mm on all sides.
 
Minimum print run: 25 pieces.

The machine has a resolution 
of 600DPI.

Paper

The Riso can print on
uncoated paper of minimum
60g and maximum 250g,
short grain direction paper
is recommended.
 
Paper in stock: (varies)

   80g Fabriano Copy Bio BL
   90g Arena Rough White BL
   90g Arena Rough Natural LL
   100g Arena Rough Natural BL
   120g Arcoprint Milk BL & LL
   140g Arena Rough Natural BL
   200g Arena Rough Natural BL
   250g Arena Smooth Natural BL

We also have some colored 
papers in stock, ask us!

We print on uncoated paper 
only. You can also bring your own 
paper, but remember to bring a 
little more than necessary!

Imperfections

The Risograph is inherently 
imperfect and in our eyes, 
it’s part of its charm. 

Good to keep in mind:

● Registration is fairly accurate 
with two colour design as the 
Riso prints two colours at the 
same time. Printing more than 
two colours will require more than 
one pass, and is best to assume 
that mis-registration will occur. 

● Color coverage can vary across 
large patches of ink. Flat colours 
are never perfectly homogenous 
if the inked area is too large.

● Please make sure you set large 
flat colour areas between 80% 
and 90% opacity and never at 
100%.

● Paper can smudge on contact 
with rollers or other sheets 
(especially with higher ink 
densities).

● Roller marks can appear, 
especially when printing more 
than two layers or double sided. 
If you want to avoid them: 
Use less ink in the middle of 
the design. But these can easily 
be rubbed off with an eraser.

FYI: the rollers are 2cm
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Overprint

To avoid an overprint on text:
use a 100% black (0/0/0/100)

Typeface

Text size should not go under 6 pt 
and avoid very thin typefaces.
Lines should not go under 0,25 pt.

Mixing

A Risograph printer is more or 
less a cross between a copy 
machine and an offset press. It 
uses ink drums as spot colors to 
create 1 or 2 color(s) duplications 
at high speed.

More than 2 colors will require 
more than one pass through the 
machine.

Riso ink is transparent, two 
different colours creates a third 
one.

Halftones
 
The Risograph creates halftones. 
No need to add it in photoshop!

However, you can influence the 
halftones by varying opacity in 
your file (size of the dots) and by 
changing the LPI, line per inch 
(spacing of the dots) directly on 
the printer.

Grain-touch:
Randomised diffusion pattern. 
Great for illustrations & flat 
gradients.

Screen Covered:
Halftone pattern (organised dots). 
Great for photography or a more 
textured/experimental look.

Test print

Running a test print or a proof is 
difficult because masters can’t be 
reused. 

We can do a test print for a fee of 
5€ per colour / per A3

Grain direction

It is very important when 
binding books to avoid the paper 
to “crack”, create a rough fold 
or even resulting in a book 
that stays a bit open when it’s 
supposed to be closed. 

For bookbinding, you should 
always fold with the grain 
direction parallel to the fold and 
the spine of your binding to have 
a smooth opening.

Short grain or long grain 
direction paper matters only 
when you need to make a book 
or need to have a fold.
Confused? 
We can help you!

Binding

● saddle staple
● side-staple
● spiral binding
● perforation
● folding

Need a special service? 
We also work with local binders 
and laminating companies.

Deadline

The production time varies 
depending on our calendar.

Prints with more than 2 layers will 
generally take longer as we need 
to allow a drying time in between 
the layers.



Shipping

You can come by the studio and 
collect your prints, but we can 
also send it by PostNL or DPD 
and add it to your bill.

Need a quote?

info@terrybleu.com

Want to pass by the studio?

Van Ostadestraat 233NN
1073TN Amsterdam

most likely open
wednesday - saturday
11-5pm


